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Abstract—We add to a line of work considering the impact
of observation imperfections in models of Bayesian observational
learning. In particular, we study a discrete-time model in which in
each time-slot, an agent may randomly arrive. Agents who arrive
have the opportunity to buy a given item. If an agent chooses to
buy, this action is recorded for subsequent agents. However, the
decisions of agents who do not choose to buy are not recorded.
Hence, if no one buys in a given slot, agents are unaware if this
was due to no agent arriving or an agent choosing not to buy.
We study the impact of this uncertainty on the emergence of
information cascades. Using a Markov chain based analysis, we
show that incorrect cascades may occur and that the probability
of such cascades is not monotonic in the arrival probability of
a user. Moreover, if the agents’ private signals are weak, wrong
cascades are more likely to happen than correct cascades.

I. INTRODUCTION

A key feature of many on-line platforms is that they provide
users with data about the actions of the other users such as
how many users bought a given item or a summary of the
users’ experiences via reviews. A subsequent user can then
attempt to learn from this data about the action she should
take, e.g., whether to buy an item or not. Such settings can be
studied under the framework of Bayesian observational learn-
ing, which has its roots in the economics literature (e.g. [1],
[2]). In this framework, the agents are viewed as players in a
dynamic game with incomplete information who form beliefs
about the value of different actions based on observations
of the actions of other players as well as their own private
signals. In the simplest setting, these agents sequentially make
a binary decision while perfectly observing the actions of all
prior agents. A key result, first shown in [1] and [2], is that
such models may exhibit information cascades, meaning that
at some point an agent ignores their own private information
about the item and chooses an action solely dependent on their
type, which for homogenous agents results in blindly following
the actions of the preceding agents. Moreover, for the models
in [1] and [2], once a cascade starts, all subsequent agents also
cascade, leading to herding. Though individually optimal, this
may result in the agents making a choice that is not socially
optimal, i.e., a “wrong cascade” where an item is bought even
when it is not beneficial to do so or vice versa.

Many variations of these types of models have been studied,
such as differences in the types of signals received by each
agent [3] or allowing agents to observe only a subset of past
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actions [4]. In previous work ([5], [6], [7]), we considered a
variation in which there were random errors in the observations
of the actions of other agents. This led to the following
counter-intuitive result: the probability of a wrong cascade is
non-monotonic in the error level, i.e., in some cases, a higher
error rate is beneficial. In this work, we consider a different
way in which the observations of the agents may be imperfect,
which is motivated by on-line platforms that report information
on how many users have bought a given item, but do not
specify how many users have considered buying the item and
did not buy. Specifically, we consider a discrete-time model in
which at each time-slot an agent either randomly arrives with a
given probability (and doesn’t arrive with the complementary
probability). If an agent arrives it has the opportunity to either
buy an item or not. If an arriving agent chooses to buy, we
assume that this action is recorded for all subsequent agents to
see. On the other hand, if either no agent arrives in a certain
epoch or one arrives and chooses not to buy, the subsequent
agents will always observe an “empty slot” in such an epoch.
This introduces uncertainty in the observation history: if there
is an empty slot, the agents are unsure as to whether it was
because an agent chose not to buy or simply because no agent
arrived.

In our model as in [1], [2], [5], [6], [7], all agents receive the
same value from buying the given item, which is determined
by an unknown binary state of the world that takes values
from {Good, Bad}. If the state is Good, agents benefit from
buying the item, while if it is Bad, agents are better off
not buying. Each agent receives a independent, identically
distributed binary signal about this state of the world. Agents
then determine the a posteriori probability distribution of the
state of the world given their private signal and observations
and choose to buy the item if their expected pay-off is greater
from that action than from not buying.

Both this work and our prior work in [5], [6], [7] considered
imperfections in the observations of the agents. In [5], [6],
[7] random errors occurred in the observations, where the
error rate is assumed to be the same for each action choice
(“buy” or “not buy”). This led to a symmetry in the model:
an observation of an agent buying and not buying conveys the
same amount of information if agents are not herding. In this
paper, instead the uncertainty in the observations is asymmet-
ric. A slot in which an agent arrives and buys conveys more
information than an “empty” slot. Further, the information in



an empty slot decreases as the arrival probability decreases.
For this model, we show that as in [1], [2], [5], [6], [7],

an information cascade will eventually occur with probability
one, and once started such a cascade will persist forever, i.e.,
the agents will herd. We then study the probability of a wrong
cascade. To do this we utilize a Markov chain based analysis
in which herding corresponds to absorbing states. Using this
we show that the probability of wrong/incorrect herding is not
monotonic in the probability that an agent arrives in any time
epoch. In some cases having a higher arrival probability (and
thus more information conveyed in empty slots) increases the
probability of a wrong cascade. Moreover, we also discover
that if the private signals are weak, the probability of a wrong
cascade can be higher than that of a correct cascade.
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